
Alfred Wallis, artist and mariner, is one of St Ives’ most
celebrated painters.  Marking the 50th anniversary of
his death in 1992, Leslie Geddes-Brown paid tribute to
him in the Daily Telegraph, noting that “the old Cornish
mariner was this century’s greatest primitive painter. Without
him the St Ives school of artists would not have existed and
the works of Ben Nicholson, Christopher Wood, Roger Hilton
and Peter Lanyon could not have been the same. Wallis,
whose idiosynchratic perspective, proportion and palette
inspired so many artists, died 50 years ago.”

Alfred Wallis started painting at the age of 70, he said
“for company” after the death of his wife.  From memory
he painted the experiences of his early life, his sea
voyages, the ships and fishing boats he had worked on
and seen.  He painted Penzance, Newlyn, Falmouth and
St. Ives, the areas of west Cornwall he knew well from
both land and sea.  His paintings depict a surprising
variety of places and events.  He recalled lighthouses,
harbours, buoys, buildings and details of landscape,
woods, bridges, animals and birds.  Shipwrecks and the

flights of early aeroplanes and balloons also found their
way into his paintings.  His pictures are rich in nautical,
historical and geographical detail, and contain a wealth
of knowledge about a way of life that has gone for ever.

Alfred Wallis made his paintings on his kitchen table in
the front room of his cottage in Back Road West, St.
Ives.  He looked down on his paintings and in his
imagination he hovered above the scene.   From his sea-
going days he would have been familiar with charts, and
his paintings feature what is significant to the seaman.
They can be seen as maps of the sea, and are almost a
God-like vision of the world.  An intensely religious man,
he would neither paint nor sell paintings on Sundays as
he believed that money should not change hands on
the Sabbath.  On Sunday he would cover his paintings
with newspaper and read the bible.  

Alfred Wallis was born on 8th August 1855 on the
Devon side of the Tamar, the river that separates Devon
from Cornwall.  His parents had originally come from

Cornwall, but his father Charles had found work in
Devonport.  He and his brother, also called Charles,
grew up in an area of Devonport called North Corner,
a historic quayside neighborhood squeezed between
two naval dockyards.  The small harbour and jetty on
the waterfront offered a fascinating playground for
Alfred.  Ships, ferries and pleasure boats would come
and go, and large naval ships would pass.  When Alfred
was ten his mother Jane died from tuberculosis, and his
father moved to Penzance with his two sons.

Sven Berlin stated that Alfred went to sea at an early
age and sailed across the Bay of Biscay on a schooner
at the age of nine, and then spent the next sixteen years
working aboard sailing ships as an ordinary seaman.
Whilst working as a seaman Wallis was laying down
experiences and memories that would be the
foundation of his paintings over fifty years later. 
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ALFRED WALLIS
Sai l ing,  f ishing & old iron
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While in Penzance Alfred formed a relationship with
Susan Ward, a widow several years his senior who
already had a large family.  He moved into her New
Street cottage, and when they were married in St.
Mary’s Church on 2nd April 1876 she was pregnant
with his child.  Sadly both this child, his son, and a
subsequent daughter, died in infancy.

Penzance was a thriving seaport, with merchant ships
sailing to ports around the coast of Britain, Europe, and
across the Atlantic.  Just three weeks after his marriage
he joined a sailing ship, Pride Of The West, as an
ordinary seaman, which was unloading a cargo of Welsh
coal and being refitted for the next voyage.  On 26th
April 1876 she sailed from Penzance to Cadiz on the
west coast of Spain, very likely for a cargo of salt, then
on to St. John’s, Newfoundland, a voyage of three weeks.

At that time St. John’s was the centre of the principal
industry of Newfoundland, salt cod.  Ship’s records
show that two Penzance men quit the ship there, and
Wallis joined the Dartmouth registered schooner Belle
Aventure.  Berlin tells us that on leaving St. John’s the
ship ran into a great storm, and it seems the crew saved
the vessel by jettisoning some of the cargo.  It was not
until three months later that Alfred Wallis was paid off.
His wages were £6.12.4d.

In his old age Alfred would tell his friends and
neighbours in St. Ives stories of his voyages.  In his
paintings he depicted sail and steam ships climbing huge
seas.  He sometimes inscribed a painting with the name
of a ship he had sailed aboard.  He made a number of
paintings that feature ships and icebergs, which were
obviously informed by real experience.

In his paintings of sailing ships,  Alfred Wallis exaggerates
features that are important to the seaman.  The ratlines,
which he had to climb to make sail adjustments in all
weathers, day or night; the ship’s wheel, at which
members of the crew had to take their turn, and the
reef points, used to reduce the area of sail, are all
prominently shown.

Wallis eventually gave up deep-sea voyages and worked
as a fisherman with the Newlyn and Mousehole fishing
fleets.  This was a time when the fishing industry in this
area was thriving.  One of the fishing boats he worked
aboard was the Flying Scud, and he made several
paintings of her.  On the paintings he inscribed ‘Flying
Scud, Newlyn’ or showed her registration number
PZ11.  In these and other paintings of fishing boats he
demonstrated a clear understanding of the working
methods of Cornish fishing vessels of the period.

When he gave up fishing in the mid 1880s Alfred and
Susan opened The Marine Stores in St. Ives, adjacent to
the harbour.  Besides marine items, they dealt in scrap
metal, old furniture, even rags and bones, and Alfred
acquired the nickname ‘old iron’.  They were both
hardworking and enterprising, and the business did well
enough to enable them to buy 3 Back Road West, St.
Ives.  They moved there when they retired in 1912.
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ALFRED WALLIS
His paint ing . . .“is  something that has grown out of  the Cornish earth and sea,  
and which wi l l  endure” Ben Nicholson

Penzance harbour, Newlyn Harbour, Mousall Island, The Mount, Porthleven and Mullion Near Lizard.
The one Entrin the Harbour is a Revenu Cutter from Penzance.

Alfred Wallis and 
Ben Nicholson

Susan died in 1922 and a few years later Wallis began
painting.  He painted on odd bits of card and old
envelopes with household and ships’ paint, and nailed
the paintings to the wall of his living room.  In summer
he would display his work outside his cottage.  St. Ives
was a thriving art colony at the time, many of the artists
working in the ‘plein air’ tradition.  It is unlikely that any
of these artists saw much value in Wallis’s work; nor it
seems, did the friends and neighbours in St. Ives to
whom Alfred gave paintings, which they often threw
away or burnt.

Wallis seems to have been his own man from the
beginning.  Remarkably, the work of other St. Ives artists
seems to have had no influence on Wallis’s work.
However he may have found some inspiration from
seeing ship portraits hung in many a St. Ives cottage that
seamen had brought home from foreign ports.

In the summer of 1928 Ben Nicholson and Christopher
Wood visited St. Ives for the day.  They saw Wallis’s
paintings and bought some.  For Wallis the fact that

these artists took an interest in his painting must have
been a great inspiration and encouragement, and
undoubtedly provided him with the incentive to
produce more work.  Nicholson said “He was a very
fierce and lonely little man, and I think it obviously meant a
great deal to him (almost every thing in fact, as it does to
any artist) to have the ideas in his painting taken seriously
and appreciated.”

In time they introduced his work to others in their
circle, including Winifred Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth,
Peter Lanyon, Bernard Leach, Adrian Stokes, Margaret
Mellis, Naum Gabo, Herbert Read and Jim Ede, then an
assistant at the Tate Gallery in London.  In these people
Wallis had an appreciative audience.  He regularly sent
Ede and Nicholson, “parcels of paintings done up in many
sheets of old brown paper, criss-crossed with a thousand
pieces of string, it was always exciting opening these parcels
to see what good ones might be inside.” The paintings that
Ede bought forms the collection that is now to be seen
at Kettles Yard, Cambridge. 

In a sense, Ben Nicholson and Christopher Wood found
in Wallis what they had been looking for.  Nicholson had
already stated that he wanted to ‘go back to the
beginning and start again’.  The idea that the work of
the child, the naive, the primitive, that the uninhibited
untrained artist could touch some deeper truth, was
current at the time.  Their meeting was a significant
moment for all three men, and a defining moment in
the history of art.

Nicholson returned to London, but Wood stayed in St.
Ives and regularly saw Wallis.  He wrote in a letter to
Nicholson “Admiral Wallis I often see” and “more influence
de Wallis, not a bad master though”.  Wood went on to
make paintings of boats in Cornwall and Brittany, which
were among the best he did before his life was cut
tragically short when he died under a train in Salisbury
station.  Nicholson later wrote of Wallis’ s work, “it is
something that has grown out of the Cornish earth and sea,
and which will endure.”
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ALFRED WALLIS
“Nothing was safe from where paint could go”

This is Sain Fishery That Use To Be (private collection)

Wallis represented a spirit of freedom.  He was a unique
figure.  Apart from the intuitive painterly qualities of his
work, as an untrained artist he was free from the
limitations of academic perspective.  Uninhibited, he was
free to turn his board and to see his subject from more
than one viewpoint, which gives surprise and energy to
the composition.  Free, not to paint ‘views’, but to
explore what lay in his memories, and free to fly in his
imagination above the subjects, looking down.  This
resulted in the tipping up of the landscape and a
flattening of the picture plane; from here we can see a
direct link to abstraction.

Wallis would paint on odd-shaped boards, bits of card
given to him by shop-keepers, old envelopes, plates, jars,
his bellows and even his table and the walls of his front
room.  St. Ives G.P. Dr. Roger Slack made recordings of
the townsfolk’s recollections of Alfred Wallis. “He used
to paint on everything. He used to paint on the cups as well”
St. Ives resident George Farrell recounted, “Nothing was
safe from where paint could go.”

The shaped paintings he produced resulted in
something novel and remind us that a painting is not
just a representation, an image, but it is also an object.
We see these paintings, not just as subject matter, but
as ‘an object in its own right’.  This concept was clearly
understood by the artists that valued his work.

Wallis was aware of the effects that could be achieved
with the limited palette of the household paints and tins
of enamel he preferred.  We are always reminded of the
surface of the painting.  The paint, often ‘drawn into‘ with
pencil, was applied with an extraordinary energy and
life that was particularly remarkable for a man of his
age.

Working at his kitchen table in Back Road West this
modest unassuming old man, isolated from and
uninterested in the world of art, was in fact making
artistic discoveries that were to have a significant
influence on modern art in Britain.  His work
demonstrates an extraordinary visual memory, and as
Nicholson wrote, “for Wallis his paintings were not pictures
but real events”.  In his letters accompanying the bundles
of paintings he sent to Jim Ede, Wallis states “I paint what
use to be what we may never see again”.  Never painting
‘pretty pictures’, his work embodies a strong, and at
times fierce expression of his need to communicate.

Letters written by Wallis in later life describe several
incidents in a manner suggesting that he suffered
feelings of persecution, and his religious beliefs seem to
have turned to paranoia.  Eventually, unable to look after
himself, he was taken from his flea-ridden home to
Madron workhouse.  There his mental state seems to
have improved, and he continued to draw in sketch
books supplied to him by his artist friends when they
visited him during the last fourteen months of his life.

When he died on 29th August 1942 he faced a pauper’s
grave, but his friend Adrian Stokes bought a plot in
Barnoon cemetery overlooking the sea, and arranged
a Salvation Army funeral.  Bernard Leach made the
ceramic tiles that decorate his grave.  The inscription
reads: “Alfred Wallis Artist and Mariner into thy hands O
Lord”.
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